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Pro Tools for Video, Film, and MultimediaCourse Technology PTR, 2003
"Pro Tools for Video, Film, and Multimedia" offers comprehensive coverage of the extensive features of Pro Tools, giving you the skills you need to take any multimedia soundtrack project from concept to completion. It covers a wide range of audio topics, including the equipment you need to use Pro Tools with video, tips...
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Programming Microsoft  Composite UI Application Block and Smart Client Software Factory (Pro-Best Practices)Microsoft Press, 2007
The first release of the Composite UI Application Block took place in December of 2005, and the first release of the Smart Client Software Factory in July of 2006. This book might therefore seem to be appearing a bit late in the lifecycle of the software, at least compared to others that I've written. However, CAB and SCSF originally represented...
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Java Web Services Architecture (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
Written by industry thought leaders, Java Web Services Architecture is a no-nonsense guide to web services technologies including SOAP, WSDL, UDDI and the JAX APIs. This book is the trusted advisor to systems architects and provides an unbiased look at many of the practical considerations for implementing web services including authorization,...
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Python For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006

	Python is one of the most powerful, easy-to-read programming languages around, but it does have its limitations. This general purpose, high-level language that can be extended and embedded is a smart option for many programming problems, but a poor solution to others.


	Python For Dummies is the quick-and-easy guide to getting...
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ASP.NET MVC 4 and the Web API: Building a REST Service from Start to FinishApress, 2013

	This one hundred page book focuses exclusively on how you can best use the ASP.NET MVC 4 Framework to build world-class REST services using the Web API. It sets aside much of what the ASP.NET MVC Framework can do, and focuses exclusively on how the Web API can help you build web services. You will not find any help on CSS, HTML, JavaScript,...
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Studio Recording ProceduresMcGraw-Hill, 2005
HIT FACTORY RECORDING ENGINEER MIKE SHEA REVEALS THE SECRETS OF INCREDIBLE SOUND
 Only this unique guide teaches all the pros' secret techniques for creating amazing sound in the recording studio. This unique text brings recording studio equipment to life -- and shows you how to use it to create high-quality recordings,...
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Professional LINQ (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Professional LINQ
   Are you ready to revolutionize the way you can work with data? This book shows you how to effectively utilize LINQ so that you can query XML, SQLdatabases, ADO.NET DataSets, and other data sources, and it also delvesdeeper into the technology to demonstrate how LINQ can dramatically improve your...
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QuickTime Toolkit Volume Two: Advanced Movie Playback and Media Types (QuickTime Developer Series)Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
"Buried inside QuickTime are a host of powerful tools for creating, delivering, and playing digital media. The official QuickTime documentation explains 'what' each API function does. But knowing what each function does isn't enough to allow a developer to take full advantage of QuickTime. QuickTime Toolkit fills in the...
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Pro SQL Server 2008 AdministrationApress, 2009
Pro SQL Server 2008 Administration is critical for database administrators seeking in-depth knowledge on administering SQL Server 2008. This book covers the impact of the new features available in SQL Server 2008 specifically targeted for database administrators, along with the tried-and-true advanced techniques required to support and...
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The Video Collection Revealed: Adobe Premiere Pro, After Effects, Soundbooth and Encore CS5Delmar Cengage Learning, 2010


	Welcome to Th e Video Collection—Revealed. Th is book off ers

	creative projects, concise instructions, and complete coverage

	of basic to advanced video skills, helping you to create polished,

	professional-looking video. Use this book both in the classroom

	and as your own reference guide.





	Th e text is...
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Performance Testing With JMeter 2.9Packt Publishing, 2013

	Performance testing with JMeter 2.9 is critical to the success of any software product launch and continued scalability. Irrespective of the size of the application’s user base, it’s vital to deliver the best user experience to consumers. Apache JMeter is an excellent testing tool that provides an insight into how applications...
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Photos for Mac and iOS: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Apple’s new Photos app lets you do a whole lot more than simply store and edit pictures and videos on a Mac or iOS device. With this comprehensive guide, you’ll learn how to import, organize, and share your digital memories, as well as how to improve, print, and use your photos in creative projects. With Lesa...
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